Your team has the following expertise:
• Examining
• Expertise in Flipped Learning
• Authoring internationally acclaimed scholarly works
• Accelerating insight
• World-class resource design for teachers
• Science-engaged theology
• Leading design of web-resources for schools
• International dialogue
• Ability to crystallise thinking for classroom delivery

Details and Bookings
Arrival from 09.30. The programme begins promptly at 10.00 and
concludes at 15.15. Note: times for London conference as follows:
10.00 arrival; 10.30 start; 15.45 finish.
CON FE R E NCE FE E S

Staff: A fixed fee of £220 made online at the time of booking. Staff
are warmly invited to join the team for informal discussion over
break and lunch with refreshments provided.
Bookings: Bookings can be made online at
www.ethics.academyconferences.com or by filling in the form
below and sending a cheque to Academy Conferences, PO Box
882 Taunton TA1 9HL
Date

Location

Number

24 Nov 17 Liverpool Hope University
01 Dec 17 Russell Square, London
04 Dec 17 University of Oxford Mathematical Inst.

What Teachers Say
“Every aspect of this course has been absolutely superb.
I feel totally inspired and very luck to have listened to so many
wonderful speakers. Thank you SO much.
“The opportunity to network and talk to colleagues about how
they are managing the new A level has been very useful.
“Fantastic programme that has been very inspiring.
“I hope to attend future events and to send other members of
the department. It has been an invaluable event in terms of
developing the level of my own thinking and future practice. I feel
rejuvenated in my approach.

Why Attend?
These Masterclasses, with input from world-class
thinkers, will offer great opportunities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be inspired
Gain understanding
Deepen knowledge
Refine beliefs
Explore foundational ideas
Be stimulated by debates
Prepare for exam success

“Worldviews today form a wide spectrum with regard to both
natural and supernatural matters, and it is unlikely that humanity
will converge on one particular understanding. Greater awareness of one’s own worldview, however, and of the alternatives
held by others together with a certain epistemic humility can be
the beginning of dialogue and fruitful insight.’’
BENEDIKT PAUL GÖCKE
UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD / RUHR UNIVERSITÄT-BOCHUM

Cheque enc. (payable to Academy Conferences) £:

Religious Studies
Teachers
Academy Masterclass 2017

Name:			
School Name:
Address:
Tel:

Julie Arliss
Professor Alister McGrath
Professor Keith Ward
Dr Andrew Pinsent
Dr Steven Shakespeare

Email:
Please inform us of access requirements. Academy Conferences reserves the right
to make alterations to the programme.
Bookings cannot be accepted unless the member of staff confirms that they have
read and agreed terms and conditions. Full terms and conditions may be found at
www.ethics.academyconferences.com
 I have read and accept the Terms & Conditions (please tick)

Book online at www.ethics.academyconferences.com or
complete the booking form to secure your places. Send cheques to:
Academy Conferences, PO Box 882 Taunton TA1 9HL

07979 524277
info@academyconferences.com

www.ethics.academyconferences.com

The Event
This professional training day will introduce you to a world of visually
exciting resources that can be used for flipped learning, private
study and classroom work. You will be given exclusive syllabusspecific printed resources plus a guide to the online resources
available on new web resources, hosted by the University of Oxford.
Who is it for?
All teachers of A level Religious Studies
A unique opportunity to:
• Be the first to enjoy a guided tour of the University of Oxford
SDA website for Religious Studies teachers (please bring a
wifi enabled device)
• Explore 2,000 complete works, summaries, mind-maps and
targeted video material.
• Experiment with flipped learning - high quality media resources.
• Gain in-depth subject knowledge and insight from leading
modern scholars

The Programme
Miracles in Focus and the Great Debates on Special
Divine Action (SDA): Resources for Religious Studies
– Dr Andrew Pinsent
Dr Pinsent has led a $2.5million project at Oxford University producing world-class online resources for Religious Studies teachers. Debates in philosophy, religion and ethics can be explored using for example e-copies of original manuscripts and professional
video interviews. Teachers will learn how the site works and receive
training on how to use the resource for flipped learning, classroom
teaching and independent research. The site continues to grow
and feedback from teachers will be used to meet classroom needs.
You will be encouraged to follow the tour on your own device during this session.

Life after Death: The Dialogue Between Science
Religion and Philosophy – Julie Arliss
Julie Arliss will introduce this session with video examples for flipped
learning designed to accelerate student engagement with the key
concepts and ideas related to this part of the course. The concept
of soul; resurrection of the flesh as expressed in the writings of Augustine; spiritual resurrection; the significance of 1 Corinthians 15:
42-44 and 50-54. Different interpretations within the Christian tradition including objective immortality in process thought. Questions
about the authority of scripture, the authority of religious experience
and scientific contributions to the debate, as well as the competing

Join us on Snapchat: aconferences
For your daily philosophical thought of the day,
plus access to free resources.

truth claims of other religions will be considered. How far are beliefs
about life after death reasonable – based on reason – and how
meaningful are faith statements about life after death.

Developments in Christian thought: Science
and Religion– Professor Alister McGrath (London &
Oxford) Professor Keith Ward (Liverpool)
How and why science has influenced Christianity, and how has
Christianity responded? This session will draw on a number of
specific scientific discoveries (e.g. Big Bang, Darwin) and examine
how far science is compatible with and a stimulus for developments in Christian thought. Nobody is better placed to discuss the
evolving story of the relationship between science and religion with
discussion of both traditional and contemporary Christian theology
than Professor McGrath and Professor Keith Ward. Professor
McGrath is named as a source on several UK RS syllabi and this
session will explain and make clear the relevance of the views
found in Professor McGrath’s books Christian Theology, WileyBlackwell, and Theology the Basics, Blackwell.

Being Human: Christianity and Secularism in Dialogue
– Dr Steven Shakespeare
Secularism thinks about what it means to be human without
reference to God and religion. Christians start from the claim
that humans are made in the image of God. So are Christianity
and secularism poles apart? Can Christian thought speak to the
challenges of the modern world - or should religion be seen as essentially a private matter? Examining issues such as environmental
ethics, human enhancement and neuroscience, Dr Shakespeare
will explore the critical dialogues between Christianity and secular
thought, as we struggle with the question: what is a human being?

The Speakers
Julie Arliss
Recently awarded a Farmington Fellowship from Harris
Manchester College, Oxford, Julie Arliss is a highlyaccomplished teacher and author. She is a well-known
international educator working closely with teachers to bring the best
resources to schools. She is on the CPD team for one of the leading
examination boards, a former principal examiner for Cambridge
International Examinations, and founder of Academy Conferences.
She continues to teach A level, at Kings College Taunton.

07979 524277
info@academyconferences.com

www.ethics.academyconferences.com

Professor Alister McGrath
Andreas Idreos Professor of Science and Religion,
Oxford University. Professor McGrath gained first
class honours from Oxford University in Chemistry
and first class honours in Theology. He holds an Oxford DPhil
for his research in Molecular Biology and a DD from Oxford
University’s Faculty of Theology for his work in Historical and
Systematic Theology. A former atheist, he has established a
reputation as one of the leading apologists for Christianity.
Author of Christian Theology, Wiley-Blackwell, Theology:
the Basics, Blackwell and The Dawkins Delusion, Society
for Promoting Christian Knowledge. Professor McGrath is a
modern day ‘great thinker’ and his work is a fundamental part
of A level study.

Dr Steven Shakespeare
Dr Steven Shakespeare is a senior lecturer at the
University of Liverpool Hope. He has a PhD from
Cambridge and is widely published with books such
as Radical Orthodoxy: A Critical Introduction (SPCK, 2007); and
Derrida and Theology (T & T Clark, 2009). His current interests
include the philosophical importance of the boundaries drawn
between human and animal, machine and organism, flesh and
spirit. He has published on transhumanism, black metal theory,
philosophy of religion.

Dr Andrew Pinsent
Dr Andrew Pinsent is project leader on a $2.5M project creating teaching resources for schools. He is
a popular speaker and regularly invited into schools.
He is a fomer particle physicist at CERN, being a named author
on thirty-one papers of the DELPHI experiment and a current
member of the United Kingdom Institute of Physics. Dr Pinsent
has a second doctorate in Philosophy, a degree in Theology,
and is currently the Research Director of the Ian Ramsey Centre
for Science and Religion, a Research Fellow of Harris-Manchester College and a member of the Faculty of Theology and
Religion at Oxford University.

Professor Keith Ward
Professor KeithWard is Regius Professor Emeritus
of Divinity at Oxford and was Professor of the History and Philosophy of Religion at King’s College,
London. He is a Fellow of the British Academy and a member of
the executive Council of the Royal Institute of Philosophy. He is
currently publishing academic work on the development of Ethical thinking and holds an academic chair at Heythrop College,
London. He has been a leading voice in debates about Science
and Religion with academic articles and a number of popular
texts such as ‘Why There Almost Certainly Is a God’ responding
to challenges to religion from science. You have the picture from
the RS flyer. Professor Ward is very experienced at working
with teachers and is on the CPD team for one of the leading A
level examination boards.

